Before starting

First of all, many thanks for your choosing of our stroller. Our stroller is very comfortable and functional, our stroller has color combinations for you to choose. You will find that our stroller can meet everything that needed by your baby. We hope that you will be satisfied with our stroller. Please remember to complete and return the warranty card as soon as possible, in order to get the best service from us. You can also visit our website or by returning the enclosed warranty card to receive our service.

Please read this use guide carefully before using our stroller, and keep it for future reference. Your child's safety might be affected if you don't follow this use guide carefully.
Important

- This use guide can only be used for TC08-Z1 STROLLER.
- You can find a sticker with the model number on the center axle of the chassis.
- Our stroller complies with the standard EN1888: March 2003.
- Please use original accessories for replacement. The warranty doesn't cover damage caused by overloading incorrect folding or the use of non-original accessories. (you can find more details in the Part 11).
- The TC08-Z1 STROLLER is patented. The TC08-Z1 STROLLER MODEL is protected.
- This stroller is intend for children from 0 years up to a weight of 17kg (around 4 years old). This carrycot can be used for children aged 0 to around 6 months, up to 9kg in weight or 76cm in length.
- Parts of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER might discolor in the sun.
- Avoid exposing the TC08-Z1 STROLLER to extreme temperatures.
- Regularly check the TC08-Z1 STROLLER touch fasteners and fasteners. Avoid unsafe situations.

Safety

- Our STROLLER is not a car seat. Transport your child by car in an approved car seat. Ask your supplier for details.
- Do not allow children to play with the TC08-Z1 STROLLER, they might be injured.
- Use the five-point harness when the child is seated in the our STROLLER.
- Take your child out of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER when going up or down stairs, escalators or steep slopes.
- Our TC08-Z1 STROLLER is only intended for carrying one child.
- Always use the wrist strap that is attached to the handle bar.

⚠️ WARNING

1. Do not stand on the axles between the wheels, this is unsafe and could damage the TC08-Z1 STROLLER.
2. Keep the TC08-Z1 STROLLER away from open flames and other heat sources.
3. Don’t use if any part is broken, torn or missing.
4. This product is not suitable for running or skating.
5. It may be dangerous to leave your child unattended.
6. Ensure that all locking devices are engaged before use.
7. Check that the pram body or seat unit attachment devices are correctly engaged before use.
8. Don’t use a mattress thicker than 30mm.
9. Don’t change the position of the seat when the child is in the seat. Prevent the child from falling and being injured.
10. Do not let other children play unattended near the carrycot.
11. The carrycot is only suitable for a child who cannot sit up unaided.
12. Avoid serious injury from falling or sliding out. Always use seat belt.
13. The parcels or accessory items, or both, placed on the unit may cause the unit to become unstable.

Check what you have received

Please check the contents of the boxes against the list below. If anything is missing, please contact your supplier.

Base parts:
1. Chassis.
2. Swivel wheels.
3. Pumping wheels.
4. Frame (base for seat and carrycot).
5. Base underseat bag.
6. Handle.
7. Wooden bottom.
8. Base mattress.
9. Use guide.

Base the tailored fabric:

Accessories for choosing:
1. Mosquito net.
2. Rain cover.
3. Umbrella.
4. Sun canopy.
5. Hand brake.
6. Foot muff.

⚠️ WARNING

- Infants and young children can suffocate and die if their faces are in or next to a plastic bag. Discard the plastic bags immediately. Keep the plastic bags away from children, infants, cribs, bed playpens or carriages.
Step-by-step user guide

The TC08-Z1 STROLLER is easy to assemble. It is advisable to repeat actions a couple of times when indicated. The chassis is the main part of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER. The frame fits onto the chassis and is the base for the carrycot and seat.

Follow the step-by-step user guide to assemble the TC08-Z1 STROLLER as following:
1. Basic steps.
2. Assembling the carrycot.
3. Assembling the seat.
4. Various uses of the carrycot.
5. Using the seat’s safety belts.
6. Fitting the underseat bag.
8. Protection against weather.
9. Traveling and storage.
10. Accessories for choosing.
11. Warranty.

1. Basic steps

This part explains how to assemble the TC08-Z1 STROLLER. Each basic step in the TC08-Z1 STROLLER assembly is explained separately in the next sections. It is advisable to practice the basic steps.

Chassis
The chassis comprises:
- The part of air pumping wheels.
- The part of swivel wheels.
- The carrycot fabric.

Step 1 Folding out the chassis and handlebar

- A. Take out the chassis.

- B. Open the chassis.

Important
Always assemble the TC08-Z1 STROLLER without the child in the seat or carrycot.
Always assemble the TC08-Z1 STROLLER with the parking brake on.

Advice:
All parts fit together properly, so no force is necessary. If you find something difficult, read the instructions again and try once more.

Advice:
Follow the instructions in this user guide to assemble the TC08-Z1 STROLLER. Assemble step-by-step so that you become familiar with all of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER parts and possibilities.
Step2 Placing the swivel wheel in the holders

- A. Open the chassis easily and completely.
- B. Take out the swivel wheels.
- C. Install the swivel wheels follow the picture C until you hear a "click" for each wheel.

Other functions

Removing the swivel wheels from the holders
- A. Squeeze the clips together and remove the swivel wheel from the holder.
- B. Do the same on the other side.

Swivel wheels active
- A. Push down the swivel locks.
- B. The swivel wheels are active.

Swivel wheels not active
- A. Push up the swivel locks.
- B. The swivel wheels are non-active.
- C. The TC08-Z1 STROLLER.

Adjusting the swivel wheel
- A. Set the swivel wheels to non-active.
- B. Pull down the white spring clamp.
The air pumping wheels

The tyres of the 2 air pumping wheels are inflated to the correct pressure (1bar/15PSI) at the time of delivery. The valve attachment is in the plastic bag containing the user guide. If necessary, use the valve attachment to inflate the tyres with a bicycle pump.

Step 3 Install the air pumping wheel to the Axle

- A. Push the big wheel into the wheel holders at the ends of the long axle, until you hear a "click" for each wheel.
- B. Then put the brake control down which located on the axle.

Other Functions

Removing the big wheels from the axle

- A. Open the brake control.
- B. Remove the wheel from the axle, also remove the air pumping wheel on the other side.

Notice:
The air pumping wheel can not be removed from the axle if the brake control is in downing-situation.

Inflating the tyres

A. Take out the black valve cap.
B. Screw the valve attachment onto the big wheel's valve.
C. Use an ordinary bicycle pump to inflate the pneumatic tyres.
D. Do not inflate to more than 1bar.

Deflating the tyres

A. Unscrew the valve attachment.
B. Press the thin side in the big wheel's valve this releases air.

Notice:
1. Don't leave the valve caps lying around, prevent children from putting them in their mouths.
2. The pneumatic tyres provide maximum suspension when inflated to the correct pressure.
3. When inflated to the correct pressure you can easily depress the tire with your finger.
Parking brake
The parking brake is on the handlebar. It prevents the air pumping wheels from turning.

Step 5 Checking the parking brake

Turn over the parking brake on the handlebar, when the handle will not move any further, the parking brake is working.

Notice:
You will be able to feel when the parking brake is working properly. Do not force the parking brake.

Other functions
Releasing the parking brake

- A. Turn the handle, make sure that the brake is on.

- B. Press the white button on the flank then the handle will turn back to the location where it is before. Then the parking brake is off now.

TC08-Z1 STROLLER is provided with a foot brake, which can stop the TC08-Z1 STROLLER at any time.

Notice:
1. If you press the white button on the flank of the handle, to avoid injury, do not place your fingers between the handle and the handlebar.
2. Release the TC08-Z1 STROLLER parking brake when removing the big wheels from the axle.
3. Only apply the parking brake when the buggy is stationary.

Adjusting the handlebar
You can adjust the height of the handlebar.

Step 6 Adjusting the length of the handlebar

A. You will find a white fastness button located inside the handlebar, turn this white fastness button in anticlockwise until the lock is off.

B. You can adjust the height as you wish now.

C. Then turn the white fastness button in clockwise back to the lock position. It is locked again.

Notice:
Please confirm that the white fastness button is always in the lock position.
Please confirm that the white fastness button is locked stably.

Step 7 Fitting the frame on the chassis

A. Open the frame supports completely.

The frame of the seat/carrycot is fastened to the chassis, the chassis is then secured. This frame has two frame supports, which 'lock' onto the 2 frame bearings. The sound side of the frame is always the head end of the carrycot or seat.
• B. Fit the frame supports on the frame bearers.

C. Hold the frame horizontal.

D. Press the frame downwards until you hear a 'click' on both sides. The frame is now attached to the chassis.

**WARNING**

- Check that the frame is attached to the chassis.
- Pick up the frame. If the frame releases on either side of the chassis, press the frame on to the chassis again (repeat step 7).

Other functions

Placing the frame in different positions

• A. Simultaneously press the 2 round, white buttons at the top of the frame supports.

• B. Tilt the frame by lifting the top part.

Note:
Just the seat can be put in 3 frame positions. The carrycot can only be used horizontally.

---

**Removing the frame from the chassis**

• A. Place the frame in the horizontal position.

• B. Simultaneously press the 2 big round white buttons, this releases the frame.

C. Pick up the frame.

D. Put the frame on the floor, on the frame supports.

Notice:
These 2 big round white buttons are always used to remove the frame, with the carrycot or the seat, and to place is on the floor.

Turning the frame around
You can turn around the frame to change the seat and carrycot options.
A. Remove the frame from the chassis.
B. While holding the frame in the horizontal position, turn it around.
C. Place it back on the chassis.
Carry handle
This part is attached on the frame. You can easily pick up and turn around the carrycot or seat using the carry handle.

Step 8 Fitting the carry handle to the frame

- A. There is a white button at each end of the carry handle.
- B. Press and hold in the white button on one side.
- C. Place one end of the carry handle above one of the holes in the center of the frame.
- D. Push it into the hole, you will hear a ‘click’. Repeat this for the other side. The carry handle is securely fastened.

Notice:
While using the TC08-Z1 STROLLER please always use the carry handle.

Advice:
Remove the carry handle by pressing the white button in on one side and pulling out the carry handle. Repeat this for the other side.

Practicing:
Now you have assembled the chassis you can:
- Fold out the chassis.
- Release, move, and adjust the height of the handlebar.
- Fit and remove the swivel wheels.
- Activate and de-activate the swiveling action of the swivel wheels.
- Adjust the suspension of the swivel wheels.
- Fit and remove the air pumping wheels.
- Inflate the air pumping wheel to the right pressure.
- Use the parking brake.
- Fit, remove and turn around the frame.
- Place the seat in different positions.
- Fit and remove the carry handle.

2. Assembling the carrycot

The carrycot consists of the frame, the carrycot fabric, with base plate, mattress and the apron. Touch fasteners ensure the carrycot hangs stably in the frame.

Step 1 attaching the carrycot fabric to the frame

- A. Put the fabric on to the frame.
- B. Unfasten the touch fasteners, then fasten the 12 touch fastener tight to the frame, in order 1 to 6.
- C. Fasten the touch fasteners to the frame supports below the square, white button.
- D. Place the 2 waist belts in the pockets near the frame supports on the sides of the carrycot.

⚠️ WARNING
- Make sure that the plastic wires at the top and bottom stay in their bags.
- Make sure that all the fasteners are fastened tightly and in the right place.
Step 2: Fitting the mattress

- A. Put the wooden bottom board at the bottom of the carrycot.

- B. Place the round side of the mattress against the round side of the carrycot, with the cover opening pointing downwards.

Step 3: Fitting the tailored apron

- A. Zip the apron on the carrycot. This is used for prevent the child from cold weather. While using, please make sure that the runners at the end on the left are next to each other.

3. Assembling the seat

The seat comprises the seat fabric, which is pulled over the frame. The seat has 2 shoulder belts, crotch belt and 1 tensioning belt. The seat fabric has cut-aways on the left and right for the waist belts. The frame has 2 waist belts. When fastened together, the waist belts should stay in place at the height of the side supports.

Step 1: Placing the seat fabric on the frame

- A. Fold out the frame supports and place the frame on the floor.

- B. Slide the rounded upper side of the base seat fabric over the round side of the frame. Pull on the seat fabric so that it fits tightly.

- C. Place one tensioning belt over the protruding pin on the side of the frame.

- D. Place the frame on that side to fasten the tensioning belt on the other side.

- E. Lean on the frame and push it inwards a little. Take hold of the tensioning belt and pull the other metal O-ring over the protruding.

- F. Attach the ends of the stretch belt underneath the seat. You should hear a ‘click’.

Note:
See section 8 on fitting the sun canopy.
You can leave the apron on the carrycot when fitting the sun canopy, rain cover and mosquito net.
4. Various uses of the carrycot

You can use the carrycot from the child's birth until the child aged around 6 months. It is only intended to be used for children who can't sit or get up onto their hands and knees unaided. Do not use the carrycot for children who are longer than 76cm/29.9 inches or heavier than 9KG/19.8lbs.

You can use the seat for the children older than 6 months who do not weight more than 17KG/37.5lbs.

**Carry cot**

The child is able to lie down completely. This means the spine is not placed undet any stress and the child can stretch his/her legs. For use as a pram, only place the carrycot horizontally on the chassis. The carrycot can be turned around easily. This enables you to see into the carrycot and the child can look at you. The carrycot can also be used without the chassis, provided it is place on a horizontal, stable and dry surface.

**WARNING**

- Use the carrycot only if installed on the chassis or when places on a horizontal, stable and dry surface.
- Only use the carrycot in the horizontal position. In any other position, the child may slide or fall out of the carrycot.
- Ensure that all the touch fasteners and fasteners are securely fastened before use.
- Never use the carrycot as a car bed. Avoid injurious or fatal accidents.
- Never use the carrycot fabric when it is not attached to frame.
- Before picking up the carrycot by the carry handle, always check that the carry handle is properly secured.
- Use the carrycot only if installed on the chassis or when placed on a horizontal stable and dry surface.
- Use a harness as soon as your child can sit unaided.

**Seat**

You can set the seat to one of three positions. This is only possible if the seat is on the chassis.

- The 3 position are:
  1. Sitting
  2. Reclining
  3. Lying

**Note:**

The child's posture (angle between the back support and seat pad) remains the same in the 3 positions.

The seat can be turned around easily. That is how you change the direction your child is facing.

The seat can also be used separately from the chassis. You can use the seat as a free-standing seat on the ground, if you fold out the frame supports completely.

**WARNING**

- Before picking up the seat by the carry handle, always check that the carry handle is properly secured.
- Use safety belts when your child can sit up on its own.
5. Using the seat safety belts

The TC08-Z1 STROLLER seat has a 5-point harness, which comprises: 2 shoulder belts, 1 crotch belt and 2 waist belts (fastened to the frame). Use the safety belts when the child is sitting in the seat. Prevent the child from falling out of the seat and being injured.

**Step 1 using the safety belts**

A. Fit the seat to the chassis, then, place the child in the seat.

B. Pull the crotch belt forwards between the child's legs. If the child slides down, first pass the crotch belt through the black loop on the seat pad.

C. Attach the waist belts over the child's waist to the crotch belt. Adjust the belts to the size of the child, by pulling them tight.

D. Attach the shoulder belts over the child's shoulders to the crotch belt. Adjust the belts to the length of the child, by pulling them tight.

E. You should now have heard a 'click' 4 times. This means the child is sitting securely in the TC08-Z1 STROLLER.

**WARNING**

- Ensure that all the touch fasteners and fasteners are securely fastened before use.
- Always use the crotch strap in combination with the hip belt.
- Always secure the child in the seat belts. Avoid being caught off guard by the child making unexpected movements.
- The safety belts must be adjusted to fit the child and must be properly secured.
- If your child slides down, pass the crotch belt through the loop on the seat's seat pad before attaching it to the waist and shoulder belts.
6. Fitting the under-seat bag
The under-seat bag hangs under the carrycot or seat.

**Step 1: Fitting the under-seat bag**

- A. Install the piece of the plastic into the bottom of the underseat bag.

- B. Remove the frame from the chassis.

- C. Fit the under-seat bag to the long axle by the touch fasteners. (Have a look at the position of the fastener in picture B).

- D. Fit the other touch fastener to the upper axle. (Have a look at the position of the fastener in picture C).

**Note:**
This under-seat bag is made to carry a maximum weight of 4KG/8.8lbs. Before use, ensure that all the touch fasteners are properly attached.

---

7. Notices for going outdoors

The ECLIPSE STROLLER is designed for use in the city and in rough terrain.

**Wrist strap**
Always use the wrist strap. Ensure that the handlebar does not slip out of your hands.

**WARNING**
- Ensure that all the touch fasteners and fasteners are securely fastened before use.
- Always use the wrist strap.
- The ECLIPSE STROLLER is not resistant to saltwater. Do not push it in the sea.

PLEASE, USE WRIST STRAP BY YOUR LEFT HAND!
8. Protection against weather
We have accessories such as sun canopy, rain cover and mosquito net, so that you can protect the child against the sun, wind and rain, as well as insects.

Notice:
The sun canopy, the rain cover and the mosquito net can be used in combination with the seat up to a length of 53cm/20.9 inch of the upper body of the child.

Tailored the sun canopy
The sun canopy comprises 2 canopy clamps, 2 removable plastic frames and fabric.

- A. Click the 2 canopy clamps onto the frame at the point where there is no rubber.

- B. Attach the elastic bands to the front of the canopy clamps. Then pull out the sun canopy.

Advice:
Also use the sun canopy to keep the child out of the wind.

A WARNING
- Babies have very sensitive skin. Never put a baby in the TC08-Z1 STROLLER in the sunlight without fitting the sun canopy.

Step 1 Fitting the tailored sun canopy
A. Fit the carrycot or seat on to the chassis.
B. Fit the sun canopy to the round side of the frame.
C. Pull the sun canopy over the head end of the frame.
**Step1 Fitting the rain cover over the tailored sun canopy**

A. Fit the sun canopy to the frame and fold it out.

- B. Lay the rain cover with the wide, black edge on the foot end.

- C. Pull the rain cover over the sun canopy first.

- D. Ensure that the stitched seams of the rain cover are aligned with the sun canopy’s frame.

- E. Slide the holes of the rain cover frame over the protruding pins on the side of the frame.

- F. Finally, pull the wide, black edge over the foot end of the frame.

**Notice:**
Ensure that the stitched seams of the rain cover are aligned with the sun canopy’s frame.

**Step2 Fitting the rain cover over the tailored sun canopy’s frame**

If you remove the fabric from the sun canopy and fit the rain cover over the frame, the child will have a full view of the outside the buggy.

- A. Pull the sun canopy apart. Pull the frame out of the canopy clamps and out of the fabric.

- B. Place the clamps on the frame. Insert the frame back into the canopy clamps.

- C. Pull the frame apart.

- D. Lay the rain cover with the wide, black edge on the foot end.

- E. Pull the rain cover over the sun canopy’s frame first.

- F. Ensure that the stitched seams of the rain cover are aligned with the sun canopy’s frame.

- G. Slide the holes of the rain cover frame over the protruding pins on the side of the frame.

- H. Finally, pull the wide, black edge over the foot end of the frame.

**Note:**
Ensure that the stitched seams of the rain cover are aligned with the sun canopy’s frame.
Using the air vent in the rain cover

There is an air vent at the front of the rain cover to provide proper ventilation. Press the window's touch fasteners together properly. The space created between the window and rain cover is the air opening.

Advice:
You can roll up the air vent and fasten it in place with the touch fastener.

**WARNING**
- To prevent the child from overheating, do not leave him/her under the rain cover if it is not rain.
- Fasteners of the air vent together properly.

Mosquito net
The mosquito net keeps out the insects.

**Step1 Fitting the mosquito net**

A. Fit the sun canopy, with or without its fabric, to the carrycot or seat.
- B. With the washing instructions at the head end, pull the mosquito net over the sun canopy.
- C. Ensure there is a tight fit between the sides of the net and the carrycot or seat.

9. Traveling and storage

You can easily store the TC08-Z1 STROLLER, or take it with you in the boot of your car, for example.

**Step1 Folding the seat or carrycot**

Remove the seat or carrycot from the chassis. Move the handlebar to the lowest position.

Folding the seat:
- A. Remove the seat pad from the seat.
- B. Fold the frame supports against the frame.
- C. Press the seat flat between the frame.

Folding the carrycot:
- A. Remove the 2 plastic stiffeners at the top and bottom from pockets in the carrycot fabric.
- B. Fold out frame supports against the frame.
- C. Press the carrycot down flat between the frame.

**Step2 Folding the chassis and the wheels**

A. Place the handlebar above the big wheels.
- B. Release the handlebar and pull it toward you, place it on the floor.
- C. Take hold of the center shaft on which the frame bearers are located and lift everything up. The chassis with the wheels and handlebar now fall against each other.

Advice:
You can also store the TC08-Z1 STROLLER without its wheels.
10. Accessories for choosing

Safety
Check the safety of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER before use. Ensure that the touch fasteners, the brake and the safety belts are still working properly, the carry handle is attached properly and that the carrycot or seat is fitted correctly to the chassis. Check whether the TC08-Z1 STROLLER is damaged. You should ensure that any damaged or worn parts are repaired immediately.

Parts
For replacements, only use parts that have been approved by our company.
To prevent mould, do not fold the TC08-Z1 STROLLER and accessories when wet or store them in a damp place.
If the inner of the air pumping wheels are punctured, repair them in the same way that you would repair a bicycle tire puncture.

Cleaning
Clean the TC08-Z1 STROLLER regularly. Use a moist cloth and mild cleaning agent.
The swivel wheels soon get dirty. Remove them from the holders and clean them with lukewarm water. Dry them well.

Cleaning the fabric
The TC08-Z1 STROLLER fabric is detachable and may be washed in a washing machine.
Wash carefully, before washing. Always remove the frame, reinforcements and plastic foam parts.

Note:
When wash the fabric, remind the following:
- Maximum temperature 30°C.
- Do not use bleach.
- Do not tumble dry.
- Do not iron.
- Do not dry clean.

Notice:
For further maintenance tips, see the user manual of the service kit.
11. Warranty

Please take care of this warranty.

1. As a manufacturer, we promise that we will do our best for you.
2. The warranty period is 24 months, from the date of purchase. The warranty period shall never be extended, even in the event of the repair being made.
3. The warranty may only be invoked if you provide with the following, along with the defective product:
   - A copy of the dated receipt of the purchase.
   - A clear description of the complaints.
4. The warranty is not transferable and may therefore only be invoked by the first owner.
5. The warranty does not affect any statutory rights you may have, for example the right to hold the retailer accountable for defects.

No warranty will be provided in the following circumstances:
- If you have made or arranged for modifications or repairs to be made without written permission first having been received from the retailer.
- Defects resulting from neglect or an accident and/or from any use or maintenance other than that indicated in the user guide.
- If the serial number has been damaged or removed.
- Damage to the product cause by normal wear.

Important

The product is covered by a 24-month warranty from the date of purchase. In the event of a defect, you are requested to first contact your retailer. If the retailer is unable to repair the defect, you can contact. The warranty only applies if the warranty card has been completed properly and sent to. Note the serial number of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER on your warranty card. The serial number is on the sticker attached to the center shaft of the chassis. Keep the user guide and purchase receipt in a safe place.

Comment

To enable us to continue to make improvements, please let us know what you think of the TC08-Z1 STROLLER design, user friendliness, materials or user guide. You can leave message to us in our website or mail to us.
WARRANTY

Please take care of this warranty.

1. As a manufacturer, we promise that we will do our best for you.
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- Damage to the product cause by normal wear.
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